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   Cosmos of Music
(aleatoric improvisations)

The orbit for ensemble

The first instrument of orbit
which starts sounding.

The line between the 
neighbour instruments 

The instrument on the orbit

Central instrument for
making the mood .

Eka Chabashvili

The peformers have to locate on the orbits; There are centre and six orbits. On the first orbit is located duet, 
on the second - trio, on the third - quartet, on the forth - quintet, on the fifth - sextet and on the last orbit - 
other instruments (septet, octet and etc.).The central instrument is Piano. It starts making the mood for 
feeling of space (for example, play glissados on the thrings of piano, knock on the wooden place and 
improvise similar). Then the other  instruments start sounding one after the other by the order of the orbits. 
Each orbit has own sounds for improvization. These sounds are tones from the overtone's series of the 
prefered sound by the performers.
    The rules: The performers on the orbit have to throw the sounds each other from geven them sounds. 
By same motion of sounds, the each ensemble has possibility make some individual rhythm and tune.
The tune have to move around the circle. Direction of the sounds' movement between performers depend 
of the first player. Improvisation will be over after claster on the piano with shouting of word "COOOS...", 
all performars shout same word. (see signal) The wave of noise stared from pianist is ended by the last 
orbit's performers (all performers of the same orbit shout together). Then the performers are continueing 
play, but time to time the orbits are switching off by the order from last orbot's instruments to central 
instrument. The pianist finishes improvisation.
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Overtones series of the sound in C ("do")
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